Abstract

This study evaluated the role of two cognitive vulnerability factors, anxiety sensitivity and dysfunctional attitudes, in the prediction of the manifestation and onset of social anxiety disorder relative to specific phobia and relative to healthy controls. Women, aged between 18 and 24 years, were studied at baseline and 18 months later using the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule-Lifetime-ADIS-IV-L and the Anxiety Sensitivity Index-ASI and the Dysfunctional Attitude Scale-DAS. First, 52 women with current social anxiety disorder were compared to 97 women with current specific phobia and 1124 healthy controls (cross-sectional analysis). Second, 24 women with a first incidence of social anxiety disorder were compared to 55 women with a first incidence of specific phobia and 684 healthy controls (longitudinal analysis). Multiple logistic regression analyses, adjusted for baseline anxiety and depressive severity, revealed that a) dysfunctional attitudes were elevated in women with current social anxiety disorder versus healthy controls as well as women with current specific phobia in the cross-sectional analysis and b) dysfunctional attitudes were elevated in women who subsequently developed social anxiety disorder versus healthy controls in the longitudinal analysis. However, dysfunctional attitudes were not predictive for women who developed social anxiety disorder during the study relative to women who developed specific phobia. The results suggest that dysfunctional attitudes are a marker of severity for social anxiety disorder relative to other phobias and a risk factor for phobias more generally. Anxiety sensitivity seems not to contribute to the manifesta-
tion and onset of social anxiety disorders.
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1. Introduction

Social anxiety disorder is among the most prevalent of all psychological disorders, with 10.7% of persons in the US meeting diagnostic criteria for social anxiety disorder at some point in their lives (Kessler, Petukhova, Sampson, Zaslavsky, & Wittchen, 2012). In Europe, this estimate is in the range of 1.9 to 13.7 percent for social anxiety disorder (Jacobi et al., 2014; Michael, Zetsche, & Margraf, 2007). Women are affected more often than men, and the disorder occurs frequently in adolescence or early adulthood (Craske, 2003; Michael et al., 2007; Pigott, 2003). Despite advances in treatment research, there is a need for longitudinal research on the etiology of social anxiety disorder (e.g., Spence & Rapee, 2016). The goal of this study was to evaluate the specificity of cognitive risk factors for social anxiety disorder versus specific phobia and versus healthy in a prospective, longitudinal design.

One potential risk factor for social anxiety disorder is beliefs about how one appears to others, as proposed in the model of social anxiety disorder by Rapee & Heimberg (1997), an extension of earlier models by Carver & Scheier (1988), Clark & Wells (1995), and Schlenker & Leary (1982). This model states that on encountering a social situation, socially anxious individuals form a mental representation of their external appearance and behavior as presumably seen by “the audience”. Simultaneously they focus their attentional resources onto external indicators of negative evaluation (e.g., frowns, signs of boredom). Further, socially anxious individuals are hypothesized to formulate perfectionistic predictions of the performance standard or norm, which they expect the audience to utilize and determine whether they are performing in a manner that meets the specific standard. The discrepancy between the person’s perception of the audience’s appraisal of his performance (and, by extension, of himself) and the person’s perception of the audience’s standard, is posited to lead to anxiety. Since anxiety consists of physiological, cognitive, and behavioral components, it subsequently influences the mental representation of appearance and behavior as seen by the audience, and the cycle is renewed.

We are not aware of any studies measuring the degree to which beliefs about how one appears to others prospectively contribute to the development of social anxiety disorder in longitudinal designs. Only cross-sectional research exists with constructs that are related to, but do not directly assess, beliefs about how one appears to others. Specifically, social anxiety disorder has been found to be cross-sectionally associated with elevated levels of anxiety sensitivity (ASI; Peterson & Reiss, 1987; Reiss, Peterson,
Gursky, & McNally, 1986), or beliefs that anxiety and associated physical symptoms have harmful physical, social and mental consequences (Hazen, Walker, & Stein, 1994/1995; McWilliams, Becker, Margraf, Clara, & Vriends, 2007; Sapach, Carleton, Mulvogue, Weeks, & Heimberg, 2015; Taylor, Koch, & McNally, 1992).

Another potential risk factor for social anxiety disorder is depression. Data from epidemiological studies indicate that approximately 25% - 31% of adolescents and young adults with social anxiety disorder have a comorbid depressive disorder (Essau, Conradt, & Petermann, 1999; Wittchen, Stein, & Kessler, 1999). Cross-sectional studies reveal that the personality trait of introversion is positively correlated with both depression (Clark & Watson, 1991; Watson, Clark, & Carey, 1988) and social anxiety disorder, but not other anxiety disorders (Watson, Gamez, & Simms, 2005). Thus, depression and social anxiety disorder may share a personality diathesis.

Depression has been related to a cognitive diathesis as well, specifically dysfunctional attitudes (or, maladaptive underlying depressogenic “schemas”; Beck, 1967; Beck 1976; Beck, 1979), involving such themes as loss, failure, and worthlessness. This cognitive diathesis is often assessed with the Dysfunctional Attitude Scale (DAS; Weissman, 1979), which measures depressogenic attitudes about the self, the environment, and the future (cognitive triad; Beck, 1979). Several studies demonstrate that scores on the DAS prospectively predict subsequent depression (Alloy, Abramson, Whitehouse, Hogan, Panzarella, & Rose, 2006; Zuroff, Igreja, & Mongrain, 1990) although not always beyond the effects attributable to baseline depression (Otto, Teachman, Cohen, Soares, Vitonis, & Harlow, 2007). Further, there is evidence of an association between high total scores on the DAS (Beck, Brown, Steer, & Weissman, 1991) and the onset of depression (along with other disorders) in primary care settings (Weich, Churchill, & Lewis, 2003). Given the overlap between depression and social anxiety disorder in terms of comorbidity and the personality trait of introversion, it is conceivable that they overlap in terms of cognitive vulnerability as well, especially cognitions pertaining to beliefs about the self.

The current study aimed to evaluate the role of anxiety sensitivity and dysfunctional attitudes in not just the manifestation but also the first onset of social anxiety disorder. Specifically, this article extends the findings of Vriends, Becker, Meyer, & Margraf (2011), showing that the DAS predicted the first onset of social anxiety disorder (including women with comorbid disorders) relative to a non-incidence of social anxiety disorder group, whereas the ASI did not. The present study examines specificity of the cognitive variables, DAS and ASI, in predicting pure social anxiety disorder relative to another phobia group, namely specific phobia, and relative to healthy controls. Furthermore, the contribution of these cognitive variables was evaluated above and beyond the influence of baseline anxiety and depressive severity. To this end, cross-sectional as well as longitudinal comparisons were made. The cross-sectional groups were women with social anxiety disorder at baseline, women with specific phobia at baseline, and healthy control women. The longitudinal groups were women with a first incidence of social anxiety disorder, women with a first incidence of specific phobia, and healthy...
control women, over an 18 month interval.

Two main hypotheses were tested. First, we hypothesized that anxiety sensitivity and dysfunctional attitudes at baseline would add significant unique variance to the classification of baseline social anxiety disorder relative to healthy controls and relative to baseline specific phobia, beyond the variance attributable to baseline anxiety and depressive severity. Second, we hypothesized that anxiety sensitivity and dysfunctional attitudes at baseline would add unique variance to the classification of women with a first incidence of social anxiety disorder relative to healthy controls and relative to women with a first incidence of specific phobia by the 18 month follow-up, beyond the variance attributable to baseline anxiety and depressive severity.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants were 1396 German women aged 18 to 24 years who participated at baseline and follow-up in the Dresden Predictor Study (DPS) of anxiety and depression, which is described in detail in Becker, Türke, Neumer, Soeder, Krause, & Margraf (2000) and Trumpf, Vriends, Meyer, Becker, Neumer, & Margraf (2010). This study used data of women who completed a diagnostic interview and self-report questionnaires at the two survey points, which were an average 18 months apart. Comparing the women who participated only at baseline \( (n = 1877) \) with the women who participated both at baseline and 18 months later, no significant differences emerged in overall psychological disorders measured with the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule-Lifetime at baseline, \( t(802) = -1.40, p = 0.161 \) (two-tailed).

2.2. Procedure and Measures

The women received a letter with detailed information about the DPS and a reply card to confirm participation. The interested women were invited for the diagnostic interview conducted by trained interviewers either psychology students, psychologists or physicians. In addition, a package of questionnaires was administered. Participants willing to join the second diagnostic interview were invited on average 18 months later. There were no financial reimbursements for participants in the study.

**Diagnostic assessment.** The diagnostic assessments at baseline and follow-up were based on the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule-Lifetime (ADIS-IV-L; Brown, Barlow, & Di Nardo, 1994), German version (Diagnostisches Interview für Psychische Störungen-Forschungsversion/F-DIPS; Margraf, Schneider, Soeder, Neumer, & Becker, 1996). The German version of the ADIS-IV-L is a structured interview for diagnosing Axis I disorders, including anxiety disorders, affective disorders, somatoform disorders, substance-use disorders, eating disorders, and children’s disorders, according to DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). In the baseline interview, questions were asked about psychological problems during the entire lifetime and during the last seven days (lifetime and point prevalence, respectively). The follow-up interviews referred to the psychological problems that had occurred since the baseline interview and during
the last seven days (period and point prevalence, respectively). The inter-rater reliabilities of the German version of the ADIS-IV-L (Yule’s Y coefficient) in patient samples were 0.98 for social anxiety disorder and 0.98 for specific phobia, respectively (n = 237; Suppiger, In-Albon, Herren, Bader, Schneider, & Margraf, 2008). Retest-reliabilities across the groups of disorders were 0.68 - 0.79 (Kappa coefficient) and 0.67 - 1.0 (Yule’s coefficient; Schneider, Margraf, Spörkel, & Franzen, 1992). In addition, the interview has demonstrated high validity (In-Albon, Suppiger, Schlup, Wendler, Margraf, & Schneider, 2008; Margraf, Schneider, & Spörkel, 1991), as well as good acceptance in clinical practice and research settings (Suppiger, In-Albon, Hendriksen, Hermann, Margraf, & Schneider, 2009).

**Clinical severity rating.** Based on the ADIS-IV-L (Brown et al., 1994), the clinicians rated the severity of distress and interference for each disorder, on a scale ranging from 0 (not severe at all) to 8 (very severe). A diagnosis was considered clinically severe when the clinical severity rating was of a 4 or above.

Number of feared social and specific situations. In the ADIS-IV-L (Brown et al., 1994), the interviewer read a list of 13 social situations (e.g., public speaking, talking to people in authority) and 17 specific situations (e.g., animals, heights) and asked the women to indicate if they “became anxious” or “wanted to avoid” each situation. If the answer was “yes”, the interviewer inquired about strength of anxiety and degree of avoidance, which were rated on a scale of 0 (no anxiety/no avoidance) to 8 (very strong anxiety/very severe avoidance).

**Interviewers, training procedure, and supervision.** Interviewers had a psychological or medical background. They underwent an intensive 40-hour training on psychological disorders, their rating and the conduct of the interviews and subsequently attended supervision meetings every two weeks. The written protocol for each interview was proof read by supervisors (e.g., were all answers complete, and did the answers match the diagnosis assigned). Unclear cases were discussed, and if necessary a consensus diagnosis was given.

**Anxiety Sensitivity Index.** The Anxiety Sensitivity Index (ASI; Peterson & Reiss, 1987; Reiss et al., 1986; German version: Ehlers & Margraf, 1993) is a 16-item self-report questionnaire to measure the tendency to fear the somatic and cognitive symptoms of anxiety. Participants rate the extent to which they agree or disagree with each item (e.g., “It is important for me not to appear nervous”) on a 5-point Likert scale ranging form “very little” to “very much”. Higher scores on the ASI are indicative of greater levels of anxiety sensitivity. In the current sample, the ASI had good internal consistency for the total score (α = 0.82).

**Dysfunctional Attitude Scale.** The Dysfunctional Attitude Scale (DAS Weissman, 1979; German version: Hautzinger, Luka, & Trautmann, 1985) is a 40-item self-report questionnaire to assess depression-typical negative and inappropriate attitudes that construe how a person perceives one’s self, the environment and the future (e.g., “What other people think of me is very important”). Responses range on a 7-point scale from “total agreement” to “total disagreement” with higher scores indicating greater dys-
functional attitudes. In the current sample, the DAS had good internal consistency for the total score (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.88$).

**Beck Anxiety Inventory.** The Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI; Beck & Steer, 1987; German version: Margraf & Ehlers, 2007) is a 21-item self-report inventory of the severity of anxiety symptoms (e.g., feeling hot, or fear of losing control). Participants are asked to rate how much each symptom bothered them “during the past week, including today” on a 4-point-Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “severely—I could barely stand it”. In the current sample, the BAI had good internal consistency ($\alpha = 0.82$). The BAI was used as a measure of baseline anxiety severity.

**Beck Depression Inventory.** The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck & Steer, 1987; German version: Hautzinger, 1991; Hautzinger, Bailer, Worall, & Keller, 1995) is a 21-item self-report inventory of the severity of depressive symptoms. The questionnaire involves somatic symptoms (sleep, appetite) as well as items inquiring about mood (sadness, guilt) and cognitions (hopelessness, suicidal ideation). Each item consists of four self-evaluative statements of increasing severity. In the current sample, the BDI had good internal consistency ($\alpha = 0.82$). The BDI was used as a measure of baseline depressive severity.

### 2.3. Definition of the Groups

On the basis of the diagnostic interview, groups for cross-sectional and longitudinal comparisons were composed. The cross-sectional comparison groups were 52 women with a baseline social anxiety disorder (B-SAD; based on 7-day point prevalence at baseline), 97 women with a baseline specific phobia (B-SP; based on 7-day point prevalence at baseline) and 1124 baseline healthy women (B-H; based on 7-day point prevalence at baseline). The longitudinal comparison groups were 24 women with a first incidence of social anxiety disorder (I-SAD; no lifetime diagnosis at baseline and period prevalence at follow-up), 55 women with a first incidence of specific phobia (I-SP; no lifetime diagnosis at baseline and period prevalence at follow-up), and 684 follow-up healthy women (F-H; no lifetime diagnosis at baseline and no period prevalence at follow-up).

Both the baseline and the incidence phobia groups consisted of women with social anxiety disorder or specific phobia diagnoses in the absence of other psychological diagnoses. Thus, women with comorbid specific and social anxiety disorder diagnoses and women with other psychological diagnoses were not entered in the analyses (123 for the cross-sectional and 633 for the longitudinal analyses, respectively).

Mean age at baseline was 21 years ($SD = 1.62$ to $2.00$) for all groups. There were no significant differences between the baseline groups in relationship status, education, or engagement in paid employment. Also, there were no significant differences between the incidence groups in education. However, there were significant differences between the incidence groups in relationship status (64.8% of the F-H, 37.5% of the I-SAD, and 72.7% of the I-SP group were in a romantic relationship, $\chi^2(2) = 9.29, p = 0.010$) and engagement in paid employment (46.9% of the F-H, 20.8% of the I-SAD, and 40.0% of
the I-SP group were engaged in paid employment, $\chi^2(2) = 7.31$, $p = 0.026$.

### 2.4. Statistical Analyses

Multinomial hierarchical logistic regression analysis was conducted to compare the groups using the software SPSS. Two models were estimated, one comparing B-SAD with B-H and B-SP, and another one comparing I-SAD with F-H and I-SP. In both models, the variables BAI total and BDI total were entered on the first step as control variables, and the cognitive variables ASI total and DAS total were entered on the second step. In order to compare the odds ratios, the predictor variables were standardized using z-transformation.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Preliminary Analyses

The clinical severity rating was at or above the “clinical cutoff” (i.e., score of 4 or higher) for all groups, except B-SAD where it was slightly below the cut off: B-SP − $Mdn = 4.00$, $M = 4.25$, $SD = 1.20$; I-SP − $Mdn = 4.00$, $M = 4.61$, $SD = 2.17$; B-SAD − $Mdn = 4.00$, $M = 3.88$, $SD = 1.07$; and I-SAD − $Mdn = 4.00$, $M = 4.08$, $SD = 1.10$. Women of the B-SAD or I-SAD group mostly feared public speaking: B-SAD − $Mdn = 4.00$, $M = 4.10$, $SD = 1.96$; I-SAD − $Mdn = 4.00$, $M = 3.58$, $SD = 2.12$. Women of the B-SP or I-SP group mostly feared animals: B-SP − $Mdn = 4.00$, $M = 3.87$, $SD = 2.64$; I-SP − $Mdn = 4.00$, $M = 3.40$, $SD = 2.68$.

Table 1 presents the product-moment correlations among the study variables at baseline. As expected, all correlations were positive. Between the DAS and ASI the correlation was small in size, whereas between the BDI and BAI it was strong.

#### 3.2. Main Analyses

The descriptive statistics and the results of the logistic regression analyses for the cross-sectional and longitudinal comparisons are given in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.

**Cross-sectional.** Overall, 6% of the variance was explained, with the BAI and BDI explaining 3% of the total variance. The comparison between B-SAD and B-H women yielded significant effects for the BAI and DAS, with the DAS being the strongest predictor. The predicted probability of having a B-SAD diagnosis vs. being in the B-H group increases as the BAI or DAS survey response increases. These results indicated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 BAI total</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 BDI total</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ASI total</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 DAS total</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 1396. BAI = Beck Anxiety Inventory, BDI = Beck Depression Inventory, ASI = Anxiety Sensitivity Index, DAS = Dysfunctional Attitude Scale.
Table 2. Multiple logistic regression analysis comparing the baseline social anxiety disorder group to the baseline healthy group and the baseline specific phobia group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross-sectional</th>
<th>Baseline H (n = 1124)</th>
<th>Baseline SAD (n = 52)</th>
<th>Baseline SP (n = 97)</th>
<th>Baseline SAD vs. Baseline H*</th>
<th>Baseline SAD vs. Baseline SP*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAI total</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI total</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI total</td>
<td>13.41</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>15.25</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>14.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS total</td>
<td>109.92</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>123.42</td>
<td>29.36</td>
<td>111.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. H = healthy. SAD = social anxiety disorder. SP = specific phobia. All predictors were z-transformed. BAI = Beck Anxiety Inventory, BDI = Beck Depression Inventory, ASI = Anxiety Sensitivity Index, DAS = Dysfunctional Attitude Scale. Possible ranges: BAI total 0 - 63, BDI total 0 - 22, DAS total 0 - 240, ASI total 0 - 64. OR = odds ratio. CI = confidence interval. R² = Pseudo R-Square of Nagelkerke. *reference group. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001 (2-tailed).

Table 3. Multiple logistic regression analysis comparing the incidence social anxiety disorder group to the follow-up healthy group and the incidence specific phobia group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Longitudinal</th>
<th>Follow-up H (n = 684)</th>
<th>Incidence SAD (n = 24)</th>
<th>Incidence SP (n = 55)</th>
<th>Incidence SAD vs. Follow-up H*</th>
<th>Incidence SAD vs. Incidence SP*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAI total</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>4.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI total</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI total</td>
<td>12.78</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>15.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS total</td>
<td>107.19</td>
<td>22.25</td>
<td>115.47</td>
<td>20.91</td>
<td>113.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. H = healthy. SAD = social anxiety disorder. SP = specific phobia. All predictors were z-transformed. BAI = Beck Anxiety Inventory, BDI = Beck Depression Inventory, ASI = Anxiety Sensitivity Index, DAS = Dysfunctional Attitude Scale. Possible ranges: BAI total 0 - 63, BDI total 0 - 22, DAS total 0 - 240, ASI total 0 - 64. OR = odds ratio. CI = confidence interval. R² = Pseudo R-Square of Nagelkerke. *reference group. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001 (2-tailed).

that women with a high BAI or DAS score were more likely to have a social anxiety disorder than being healthy. The ASI and BDI did not contribute to the prediction of the B-SAD vs. B-H group significantly. The comparison between B-SAD and B-SP showed a significant effect for the DAS with an increase in the DAS score yields an increase in the predicted probability of being in the B-SAD vs. the B-SP group. This result showed that women with more dysfunctional attitudes are more likely being in the B-SAD group than in B-SP group. The ASI, BAI, and BDI did not contribute significantly to the prediction of the B-SAD vs. B-SP group.

**Longitudinal.** Overall, the model explained 4% of the variance, with the BAI and BDI explaining 1% of the total variance. The comparison between I-SAD and F-H women revealed a significant effect for the DAS with a higher predicted probability of being in the I-SAD vs. the F-H group for women high on the DAS. This result indicates that women who developed a social anxiety disorder between baseline and follow-up...
had more dysfunctional attitudes at baseline compared to women who remained healthy over the whole study time of 18 months. The ASI total did not contribute significantly to the model. The comparison between the two first incidence phobia groups yielded no significant effects. This result indicated that women who developed social anxiety disorder during the study did not differ significantly on dysfunctional attitudes or anxiety sensitivity from women who developed specific phobia during the study.

3.3. Additional Analyses

Due to significant differences in relationship status and engagement in paid employment between the incidence groups (see above), we additionally controlled for the variables romantic partner (i.e., relationship status) and paid employment (i.e., engagement in paid employment) in two separate logistic regression models. The variable romantic partner was a significant predictor for I-SAD relative to F-H and relative to I-SP (OR = 0.59, 95% CI [0.39, 0.90], p < 0.05). These findings suggest that being single increases the risk for a first onset of social anxiety disorder relative to healthy controls and to the first onset of specific phobia. The variable “paid employment” was not significant. The results for BAI, BDI, DAS, and ASI remained the same as in the original regression models.

In addition, analyses were conducted including women with comorbid diagnoses in the phobia groups (B-SAD: n = 73, B-SP: n = 112; I-SAD: n = 33, I-SP: n = 62), although excluding women with comorbid social anxiety disorder and specific phobia (18 for the cross-sectional and 11 for the longitudinal analyses). The control groups (B-H and F-H) included women with either no psychological disorders or psychological disorders other than social anxiety disorder or specific phobia (B-C: n = 1,193; I-C: n = 748). The results remained essentially the same as in the original regression models with the exception of the comparison B-SAD versus B-C: the BAI was not a significant predictor but the BDI was (OR = 1.36, 95% CI [1.04, 1.78], p < 0.05), indicating that the higher the BDI score the higher the probability of being in the B-SAD vs. the B-C group.

4. Discussion

The present study aimed to evaluate the degree to which cognitive variables related to social anxiety disorder at baseline and predicted first incidence of social anxiety disorder between baseline and follow-up, and whether these variables were specific to social anxiety disorder relative to specific phobia and relative to healthy controls. As hypothesized, dysfunctional attitudes at baseline were predictive for women with current social anxiety disorder relative to women with current specific phobia and relative to healthy control women.

These results provide further support for the overlap between social anxiety disorder and depression (Essau et al., 1999; Wittchen et al., 1999). Consistent with our hypothesis, women with current social anxiety disorder reported more dysfunctional attitudes than healthy controls. Also, dysfunctional attitudes differentiated social anxiety disord-
er from specific phobia at baseline. This finding suggests a specific effect of dysfunctional attitudes on the manifestation of social anxiety disorder in particular rather than a general effect on the manifestation of phobias more broadly. Furthermore, dysfunctional attitudes added unique variance to the classification of women with an incidence of social anxiety disorder relative to healthy women, over and above initial anxiety and depressive levels, suggesting that they may play a crucial role in the first onset of social anxiety disorder. However, there was no evidence for specificity in the prediction of social anxiety disorder, since dysfunctional attitudes did not differentiate women who developed social anxiety disorder from women who developed specific phobia. Thus, dysfunctional attitudes appear to be a non-specific predictor of both social anxiety disorder and specific phobia. The DAS results can be interpreted in terms of the cognitive model of social anxiety disorder (Rapee & Heimberg, 1997) because dysfunctional attitudes overlap with the construct of a mental representation of the self as seen by an audience. As would be predicted by the cyclical model of social anxiety disorder the dysfunctional attitudes contributed to the onset of social anxiety disorders and once social anxiety disorders manifested, dysfunctional attitudes became a more defining feature of social anxiety disorder compared to other phobias. However, the mechanisms by which dysfunctional attitudes contribute to specific phobias remain unclear but it may be that maladaptive underlying depressogenic “schemas” may enhance the vulnerability for the onset of phobias in general.

In contrast to our hypotheses, anxiety sensitivity was not more elevated in those with social anxiety disorder relative to controls at baseline. Also, anxiety sensitivity did not contribute to the prediction of the first onset of social anxiety disorder, even when including comorbidity. These later findings are at odds with prior research (Hazen et al., 1994/1995; McWilliams et al., 2007; Sapach et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 1992) and may be due to the largely nongeneralized nature of our social anxiety disorder population. Thus, with a more generalized social anxiety disorder group, anxiety sensitivity may have played a greater role in the manifestation and onset of social anxiety disorder.

Neither women’s relationship status nor engagement in paid employment changed the pattern of results, but being single was a specific predictor for the first onset of social anxiety disorder indicating that women with no partner are at greater risk of developing a social anxiety disorder compared to other phobias. Using comorbid groups, depressive severity explained additional variance between the social anxiety disorder and the healthy controls in the cross-sectional comparison.

The present study has several strengths, including the longitudinal design, the standardized assessment of DSM-IV diagnoses of specific phobia and social anxiety disorder, and the large sample size. However, the generalization of the present results must be qualified by several limitations. First, our community sample consisted of young women aged between 18 and 24 years from Germany. Therefore, no conclusions can be drawn for males or for younger or older women, other cultures, or clinical samples. Second, the lifetime and period diagnoses were based on retrospective recall, which may be biased. Third, according to DSM-IV, social anxiety disorder can be conceptua-
lized as consisting of a generalized subtype versus a non-generalized subtype. As already mentioned, current findings may be more relevant to the non-generalized social anxiety disorder subtype, given that women in this sample were most fearful of public speaking. Also, the results may be particular for specific phobias that consist mostly of animal phobias. Fourth, the groups with social anxiety disorder and specific phobia at baseline and follow-up, while of clinical severity in most cases, were not as severe as typically seen in clinical settings, thereby limiting generalizability to clinical samples.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, our findings indicate that dysfunctional attitudes may play a crucial role in the manifestation and first onset of social anxiety disorder in young women compared to healthy controls, above and beyond the effects of symptoms of anxiety and depression. Further, this study highlighted that dysfunctional attitudes were specific to the manifestation of social anxiety disorder relative to specific phobia, although they were not specific in risk conferred to the development of social anxiety disorder relative to specific phobia. The pathway through which dysfunctional attitudes contribute to social anxiety disorder may be attributable to beliefs about how one appears to others, as explicated in the cognitive model of social anxiety disorder. However, the pathway through which dysfunctional attitudes contribute to specific phobias is not clear. Finally, it should be noted that the amount of variance explained, while significant, is not large and that other variables not measured warrant further research attention.
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